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"APRIL, 1938

"WHY NOT TRY DEMOCRACY?"
SOME of you may be surprised at the
the title I have chosen to talk about,
"Why Not Try Democracy?" You
might very well say "What do you mean—
why not try democracy?" I want to call to
your mind the remark of George Bernard
Shaw who, when someone once said to him,
"Don't you think it's too bad about the failure of Christianity?" replied, "No, Christianity hasn't failed. It has never been
tried." Man has never put enough energy
and strength into carrying out the original
principles of Christianity. And I have something of the same idea about democracy.
We have never really put sufficient energy
and determination into carrying the principles of democracy out and my plea is to
give it a chance, understand what it means,
and really follow through with it. Only
thus can we combat the rival theories attempting to hold the stage in the world
today.
And yet it is all too easy to become smug
about democracy as the middle way between two extremes. It is easy because it
allows us to go on without examining what
that middle way is and what it should really
be. As you all know, words have two functions : to communicate thought and to obscure thought. Words have these functions
because they have a great emotional content. Chase's Tyranny of Words points out
that if you don't know what words mean,
they become tyrants over those who use
them. And that is what I mean when I say
we ought not to be too smug, because smugness is the greatest danger of any intellectual group. We should know what we mean
An address to the students of the State Teachers College at Harrisonburg, given under the
auspices of Alpha Chi Chapter, Kappa Delta Pi,
on February 2, 1938.
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by democracy. We must be willing to think
it through.
I should like to examine what it is that
is giving democracy the value and prestige
that it has today. We are finding today that
those who formerly scoffed at democracy
are changing their tune and that there is a
new prestige for democracy even among
them. Also many reactionaries who paid
only lip service to democracy are going in
for it. Both groups are afraid of what may
happen if democracy breaks down in this
country. I myself am thankful that there is
this increased prestige for democracy, not
only among those people who have always
believed in it but from those who have
scoffed at it.
There are several kinds of democracy to
be considered. First, political democracy.
It involves universal suffrage, freedom of
speech and press, and the democracy of the
ballot box. One of the great functions that
America has performed in world history is
to establish the fact that it is possible to
have a political democracy functioning more
or less adequately without succumbing to
all the dangers to which nations in the past
have succumbed.
But political democracy does not tell the
entire story. There is also the question of
democracy in our everyday lives, democracy
in our economic system, I would like to
examine economic democracy from two
standpoints: first/lack of democracy in the
corporate existence and second, lack of democracy in our trade union existences.
Originally the economic system which we
call by the high-sounding phrase of capitalism came in as a liberating influence. Capitalism opened the windows In the stifling
atmosphere of Europe where no one could
rise above the position into which he was
born, and allowed individuals to make their
imprint in the world. America has been
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one of the leading examples of the social
utility of that kind of a principle and America is the outstanding example of a society
in which the individual can move, not only
horizontally from one place to another by
train or bus, but can move vertically from
one social group to another.
However, with the coming of inventions,
with the coming of the machine, we have
come to understand that the very things
which were supposed to liberate men have
actually created conditions which make it
very nearly impossible to have that same social mobility today that we once had. We
had always felt that there is a place on the
top of the ladder for every American. We
are beginning to question that now, and our
questioning is due to the fact that enormous monopolies in business tend more and
more to crowd out the small man, make it
very much more difficult for workers to
have the same sense of independence they
once had, make workers, consumers, and
small business men more and more dependent on the monopolists. We have moved
away from a free economy to one where the
individual is limited by government and by
the concentration of economic power. Within the corporations which now dominate our
economic life there is a tragic lack of the
democratic principle. You do not have in
them the same operative principles of political democracy that you have in our political
life. The determining voice is not with the
stockholders but with a small controlling
group within the corporation.
Just as it isn't true that the whole of
business is undemocratic, so it isn't true
that the whole of labor is undemocratic.
There are sections of labor which are, however. Curiously enough the sections of trade
unions which are least democratic are not
those which have been most violently attacked by the newspapers. They are rather the
long-established old-line unions. It is true in
some of these trade unions that the leadership is not responsive to the will of the rank
and file. One union, for example, did not
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have ah annual convention for eight years.
It remained that long with the same officers
in charge. It is the same situation you find
in some of our city machines and some of
the corporations. The new methods of organization that have succeeded in organizing unskilled workers have presented a
challenge for genuine democracy in trade
unions.
We talk about democracy in America, but
actually we have only political democracyeven that is qualified to the extent that freedom of speech is not allowed as freely as it
should be. We have political democracy in
a qualified form. But as for economic democracy we have only the rudiments in our
corporate existence and we do not have
complete democracy in our trade unions.
I should like to consider now what a
genuine democracy is. First of all, I do not
mean what one of our statesmen meant
when he said, "Your People, sir, is a beast."
Democracy involves a conception of the dignity of the individual without exception. It
involves a conception of the essential dignity and worth of the human being, so that
life isn't held cheap and individual rights
are not to be trampled on. I do not mean to
say that human nature is always good or infinitely capable of being moulded to environment. But genuine democracy conceives of
man as capable of governing himself and
shaping his own social destiny. That is the
basic principle of democracy and I really
believe it with complete conviction. I believe men are capable of governing themselves better than other men are capable of
governing them. Human history is the record of an heroic and relatively successful
struggle of men to shape their destiny. I
cannot regard people as beasts, as material
only for government by others.
Second, democracy involves government
by the people. I have heard many people
say, when I have attempted to defend majority rule, "Do you mean to say when you
go to Congress or to the state legislature
that you still believe in majority rule?"
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"Yes, I do," I reply; "when I go to Congress, I see the representatives, through
whom man is governing himself. And, imperfect as they are, I respect their achievement."
Third, democracy implies freedom of opportunity. When I speak of freedom of
opportunity, I mean the chance for each individual to have that opportunity to get a
start in life which will enable him or her to
show what capacities they have. I mean a
"career open to talents" and that involves
a juster distribution of property and a high
degree of social security. For in the slums,
whether urban or rural, children cannot
have the freedom of opportunity to show
what their capacity is in life. They don't
have a chance.
Fourth, there must be democracy in your
daily economic activities as well as democracy in your home and in the school.
Fifth, there must be protection of civil
liberties, protection of minority rights, protection of all those freedoms which the
western world has fought so hard to secure.
If you examine the definition that I have
tried to outline 3mu will see that we have
not tried democracy in any real sense of the
word, and you will agree that democracy is
worth trying. There is just one warning
that I want to sound. In our reaction
against other systems, we have come to believe in minority and individual rights.
There is a danger that in our emphasis upon the rights of the minority we will forget
the rule of the majority. Democracy must
have majority rule in all important matters
affecting the attempts that we are making to
save ourselves from the chaos that is threatening the whole world. Minority rights are
sacred, but they should never be interpreted
as minority power.
Actually,' if you examine the story of
American life you will find that this democratic impulse is the most native thing we
have in our traditions. I believe you cannot
import anything from one culture to another. It must come out of American soil.
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Some one once remarked that if the American people are ever going to have socialism,
it will be the Democrats and Republicans
that will give it to them. When you look at
that native tradition, you will find that
America started with the dream of a land
where individuals could actually have a
chance to start with freedom of opportunity, where liberties would be guarded
and where government would be participated in by every one. The whole of American history is directed towards making
that dream a reality. Democracy must always be fought for and conquered afresh.
The democratic impulse, which has been
active in America at various periods, is once
more in action.
I am not using democracy with a capital
p—I am using it with a small d, because it
is bigger than any parties. It does not tolerate the notion that there are any few who
know better what is good for the many than
the many know themselves, nor does it
tolerate the notion that any nation depends
on a single man. It is against the select few,
the elite, and against dictatorship. It stands
or falls on the dignity of the individual and
his ability to govern himself. Will we ever
be able to give such democracy a genuine
trial ? As I look back on American history,
T think we have what it takes.
Max Lerner
VIRGINIA, AWAKE!
HISTORY never repeats itself exactly, but periods far apart in
time may be similar in many respects. A few weeks ago I heaxd the for
mer German Chancellor, Heinrich Bruening, say that the present era reminded him
of the years preceding the French Revolution. To me it seems that in America at
least we are reliving the era of a century
ago, when Andrew Jackson was in the
An address at the quarterly convocation, State
Teachers College, Harrisonburg, on March ii,
1938.
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White House fighting the United States
Bank and the "economic royalists" of his
day. The world then was trying to recover from the Napoleonic wars, as we today from the World War. A revolutionary spirit was stirring on both sides of the
Atlantic. This was evidenced in Europe by
the overthrow of Charles X in France and
by the abortive German revolution culminating in 1848. Today, however, rapid
transportation and communication have
crowded the nations together, so that a
shock to one nation in any part of the world
is immediately felt by all the others. Only
last week we saw how the threat of Poland
to Lithuania caused the stock markets to
tumble throughout western civilization. A
century ago the ills from which men sought
release were chiefly political. Today they
are mainly economic. The greatest difference of all, however, is in the mental mood
in which men of a hundred years ago and
the men of today view the moving drama
of humanity's struggle. In many respects
the Napoleonic wars and the American
panic of 1837 were more disastrous than
the World War and the stock market crash
of 1929, but a hundred years ago men rose
to their feet and faced the future with the
courage and self-reliance of pioneers. They
believed in the possibility of progress. They
were sure that better days lay ahead and
that the golden age for them was in the
future. Today multitudes of men, and especially the younger generation, seem to
think that the golden age lies in the past,
and that unless help comes from the Federal government they are hopeless and undone. I believe this loss of faith by men in
themselves, this spirit of defeatism, has
contributed much to the success of the dictators of Europe, whether they call themselves Fascists like Mussolini and Hitler, or
Communists like Stalin. It also affects the
democracies of the West and accounts in
part, certainly, for the irresolution of the
French and English Cabinets and for the
contradictory activities of our present Con-
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gress and national administration.
Have we all, young and old, Americans
and Europeans, lost faith in the possibility
of progress? Are we in America becoming a nation of pessimists? It used to be so
in olden times. For untold centuries prior
to the discovery of America men had no
faith in better times to come. The Greeks
looked backward to the glorious age of
Pericles, and Romans sang the praises of
Augustus and his Pax Romana. German
romanticists delighted to tell the glories of
the Fatherland when Friedrich Barbarossa
ruled, and the French of the age when
Charlemagne led his paladins to battle.
But after the daring voyages of Portuguese,
Spanish and English navigators of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and their
marvelous discoveries a new spirit of courage and hope took possession of the minds
of men. The western world began to believe in progress and to locate the golden
age in the future.
This belief was
strengthened by the French philosophers of
the eighteenth century who exalted the powers of the human intellect and emphasized
the perfectability of man. This belief was
further emphasized by the scientific discoveries of the nineteenth century, which
seemed to confirm the claims of the philosophers of the encyclopedia. With something of this confidence instilled into them
by leaders like Thomas Jefferson, Americans won their independence, established
democratic government, abolished slavery,
guaranteed religious liberty and assured to
all citizens free speech and a free press.
Not until the economic stress and strain of
the great depression through which we have
been passing has there been any general
loss of belief in the possibility of further
progress. In the last several years, however, there has been accumulating evidence
that many of our citizens, and not merely
the aged and bankrupt, but even the youth
in our colleges were beginning to think that
the good days were behind us and that
further progress was doubtful, if not im-
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possible. Perhaps this is the reason why
in the last decade we have had so many
books and magazine articles depicting in
roseate colors the good old days in our early
history that now are gone forever. It reminds one of that U. S. Commissioner of
Patents who in 1846 reported to the Congress that the Patent Office might as well
be abolished, because all the worth-while
discoveries and inventions had already been
made. And this when all the marvels of
electricity, of the gas engine, and the miracles of chemistry and physics were yet to
come!
Today I come not like Dr. Faustus to
evoke an earth spirit, but if possible a different and higher spirit. I am a Christian
optimist, and I believe with the great English poets that the best is yet to come.
Dictators may shout at each other across
the national boundaries of Europe, but I
have faith in an overruling Providence who
makes the wrath of man to praise Him,
and who will surely bring it to pass. As
Dean Pound said a few days ago in an address at the University of Richmond, "We
still have human reason and divine Providence on which we may depend with confidence."
First of all, I would remind you of the
noble record of achievement of our forefathers in Virginia. They created new
forms of government which have stood the
tests of time and the shocks of civil and
international war. They did not have the
aid of great schools, or of wealth, or of a
powerful aristocracy. There were indeed
in the country then vast resources in lands,
in forests and in mineral wealth, but our
fathers did not then know how to exploit
this hidden wealth, because the scientific
inventions and tools of the present day were
then unknown. Compared with ourselves
they were ill-equipped to cope with the
forces of nature and bring them into subjection to the will of man. But these pioneer forefathers of ours never dreamed of
quitting. They established a great state
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and gave leadership to the mightiest nation
the world has ever seen. Today the United
States has more than half the wealth of all
the world, and there is no other nation
comparable in all that makes for power and
material comfort.
With such a history and with our present heritage it behooves us to have faith
in God, in our fellow man, and a reasonable faith in ourselves. We must, of
course, work out with courage our economic
security, but we must do far more than
this. We must maintain our ideals of political and religious freedom and make them
so secure that they shall be a rallying station and an inspiration to all the world.
And let us make no mistake, the forces that
have wrecked the modicum of free democracy in other nations are beating on our
shores and seeking to destroy our free institutions. We owe it not only to ourselves
but to the freedom-loving souls of Europe
and Asia and South America to maintain in
strength and purity the ideals of our founding fathers.
How shall we do it?
1. First of all, through our schools. The
dangers and difficulties of democracies are
the opportunities of education. We must
constantly strengthen our schools, from the
primary grades through the university, and
must see to it by scholarships and financial
aid that the gateways are kept open to
proven talent, all the way to the highest
university honors. While we may not make
religious demands upon our teachers, we
can demand character and those high qualities of mind and heart that make for
righteousness in a nation. And in order
that the political state may have no monopoly in education and thus become forgetful
of the moral aspects in the training of
youth, we should as a patriotic duty encourage the efforts of Christian philanthropists to maintain schools and colleges in
generous and beneficent rivalry with the
state. Such schools may prove In time of
political stress indispensable bulwarks of
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free institutions. Many of you who hear of county government work a little better.
me today will go forth from these halls to Here is a field of public welfare work
teach in the schools of Virginia. You will which deserves your thought and your acof course seek to instruct your pupils thor- tive and courageous assistance. It will acoughly in the subjects you are set to teach, complish little merely to vote for good men
but I hope you will also instill into them a under the present set-up. You will have to
love of their state, of their country, and a be bold enough to fight for thorough-going
social-mindedness that will continually bear reform. The opposition will be organized
fruit in community service. We Virginians and determined. Power and privilege will
are inclined to think that the sun shines not yield without a struggle, but the fight
nowhere else so brightly as on our hills and will be worth-while educationally, and somemeadows, and that the flowers bloom more time in the future it will be successful.
3. Another crusade upon which I invite
brilliantly in our gardens than anywhere
else on earth. But we should remember you to enlist is the beautification of our
the Apostle to the Gentiles, and not think Virginia countryside and our rural homethat we have yet attained. Like him we steads. I do not refer particularly to the
should be reaching forward to the things effort a group of Virginia women have
that lie before and press toward greater been making to remove unsightly billboards
from our highways, which I am glad to
goals.
In addition to what 1 have said about say was successful in part at least at the
education, I wish to mention briefly three recent session of our Legislature. I have
or four other fields of endeavor in which in mind something more comprehensive and
you as citizens, and especially as educated fundamental than the removal of billboards.
women who have the right of suffrage, I mean an active interest in satisfying our
aesthetic sense and emotions by the presmay serve well your state and nation.
ence
of objects of beauty, whether created
2. For many years we have had in Virin
nature
or wrought by the hand of man.
ginia a state government which is honest,
I
mean
beauty
in the home and by the
high-minded and reasonably efficient. The
wayside,
the
beauty
of our gardens and the
governments of our municipalities have
landscaping
of
our
highways and village
greatly improved in recent years, and while
streets,
the
beauty
of
trees and shrubs and
not yet everywhere as efficient as they
flowers.
Who
are
so
fit to make villages
should be, they are probably freer from
and
waysides
attractive
to the eye, as they
corrupt practices and are fairer to all the
are
today
in
the
older
countries
of Europe,
people than the indifference of so large a
proportion of the voters would lead one to as are college-bred women? You can do
expect. The weakest spot in Virginia's it, and visitors will come from all the world
governmental organization affects the largest to see.
4. Yet another interest calling for your
number of our population, and that is the
attention
is the condition of the average
government of our one hundred Virginia
rural
church
in Virginia. Everybody has
counties. With rare exceptions, county
heard
of
the
economic difficulties of the
government in Virginia is unduly expensive,
farmer,
but
not
everybody has observed
is inefficient, and far too frequently has
how
the
farmer's
poverty is reflected in his
tolerated gross laxity in the handling of
church.
I
shall
not
preach you a jeremiad
public funds. I hasten to add that a larger
measure of state control and more frequent on the rural church, but I do invoke your
audits seem to have checked misuse of pub- aid in the consolidation and relocation of
lic money and that there is growing evidence churches and the modernization of houses
of an effort to make the ancient machinery of worship. This proposal has nothing to
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do with church union, but there should be
consultation and Christian comity among
the denominational groups. It will be a
happy day for Virginia when our rural
churches can be centers of a wholesome
community life. One third the number of
church organizations can probably accomplish this desired end more efficiently than
the present number of weak, ill-equipped
and unbeautiful church houses. No champions of this proposed improvement can be
so effective as college women.
5. The last suggestion I shall undertake
to make today may well be designated
"Conservation." I shall not discuss conservation of our material resources, such
as our eroded farm lands, our failing forests, or our vanishing fish and game. But
I do wish to mention the conservation of
human resources. We have just made a
good beginning in Virginia in the care of
our sick, disabled and infirm population,
and in providing welfare services for all
the people, especially our rural population.
I am well aware that our poverty for the
past two generations and our ever present
race problems have greatly retarded action
in keeping up with modern progress. But
we must accelerate development of the taxsupported welfare service demanded by
modern civilization. The growth arid prosperity of our state are dependent upon a
healthy, happy and intelligent people. Unless we steadily increase and honestly administer our social services in keeping with
the advances of science, we may well fear
the insidious attacks of Fascism on one
hand and Communism on the other. The
result of their successful attack would inevitably be a totalitarian state, with the loss
of all personal freedom. We must ever
bear in mind also that due to the rapidity
of modern communication, events move
faster than ever before in world history
and we must not be taken unawares.
That our advance in material well-being
has outstripped spiritual development is a
subject of common remark. So prevalent
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is this view that we find one English bishop
calling for a moratorium on invention, and
another crying out only this week that our
present civilization has become so materialistic that it is brutal and past all saving. I
cannot agree with these extreme statements,
but I do believe there are danger signals
flying. This college generation will need
to be alert, social-minded, and above all
else lovers of justice, if our state is to
make progress that shall benefit all the
people and if our inherited liberties are to
be preserved. I for one have confidence in
the intelligence, the patriotism, and the
character of the young men and women
now passing through our colleges, and greatly cherish confidence in their ability to steer
aright the Ship of State.
Among the books most read by the
founders of our republic was the "Essays
of Montaigne." The story is told that
Montaigne had his son awakened every
morning by the strains of sweet music,
softly played, and that by the bedside stood
a valet who said to the youth as he emerged
from his slumber, "Master, awake, great
deeds await you today." So I say to you,
and to the other colleges youth of Virginia
of today, "My masters, awake, great deeds
await you today"!
F. W. Boatwright
WHAT MAY THE PEOPLE READ
ABOUT THEIR SCHOOLS?
A Summary of Recent Expressions About
Education That are Found in Periodicals
Intended for General Readers.
TFIIS is a partial report of an attempt
to find out what comments are
made on school affairs in current
periodicals of recognized standing. During
a period of about three months late last
year the writer and his students in secondary education gave some attention to the
current literature of education as it appeared in publications for general circulation.
Our findings may be of interest to teachers.
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This report is confined to articles in pub- cussions, reprints or digests, and original
lications for general readers, for the reason comments monthly; the great women s
that material appearing in teachers' mag- monthlies; the popular literary magazines
azines is generally too technical in nature of large circulation; and a group of puband vocabulary to have any general appeal. lications of national circulation promoted
There is no assumption in this article that by civic and professional organizations.
the published writings on education are ac- II. Who Writes the Articles on Education
tually read by a large proportion of the
in Magazines for the General
Reader?
people—only that this is the material they
have a chance to read if and when they
If one takes the trouble to see who writes
read.
on education for the general reader, he is
I. Periodicals That Carry Articles on
surprised at the variety and qualifications oi
School Matters
the authors. To a large extent they are not
A listing of articles that have to do with engaged in running the schools. They may
school affairs shows that practically all of be classified under these heads;
the widely circulated weekly and monthly
], A few professional writers of national
magazines carried from one to a dozen
and international reputation
school discussions in the space of three
2. Leading column and special writers
months. Our listing in some detail for
3. Feature reporters and correspondents
three months and sampling of other months
4. Educators who have become noted as
indicates that an average of twenty-five arauthors or leaders
ticles appear each month, or around three
5. Psychologists popular as writers or
hundred a year at the present rate. They
lecturers
occur in over thirty publications of wide
6. Professors well-known for writings and
circulation and general appeal. The folteachings
lowing were definitely noted as canying
7. Educational workers prominent in specone or more articles bearing directly upon
ial fields
education, or with distinctly educational
8. Prominent persons in non-teaching proslants and implications:
fessions
American
Literary Digest
9. Great leaders of the business world
American Mercury
McCall s
10. Editors of the leading magazines and
Atlantic Monthly
Nation
newspapers
Current History
New Republic
11. Mothers and fathers who feel that they
Child Life
Newsweek
Colliers
Parents
have learned from experience
Commentator
Pictorial Review
12. Anonymous persons with pet ideas to
Cosmopolitan
Reader s Digest
promote
Delineator
Recreation
13. The fellow who has done or thought
Forecast
Book
something worth reporting
Forum
Rotanan
Good Housekeeping
Saturday Evening Post
14. The fellow whose chief claim is that
Harper's
Scribner s
he can write attractively
Hollands
Time
i
N.
Y.
Times
Magazine
III. Some Titles That Bear Upon
Hyge a
School Matters
Kiwanis
Woman's Home CornLadies' Home Journal
panion
An adequate impression of the general
It is noted that this list of publications
nature of articles about education can be
divides easily into certain general classifigained from random titles in recent magacations; those which appear weekly and
zines. The following list chosen from
specialize in news review and current emtwenty-five magazines and about fifty auphasis; others which offer summary dis-
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thors indicate the range and nature of
topics treated:
What Youth Really Wants
It's Hard to Read
The Learning Process
I Was a Problem Child
What Should Children be Taught in a Changing World
It May be Your Fault
How to Wreck Your Schools
Immorality in Our Schools
Maybe Parents Know Something
The Happiest School in the World
Not by Bread Alone
Individuality
Can the School Save Democracy?
Are Parents Afraid of their Children?
Concerning Our Beginnings
Does Nobody Like Your Child?
I Bring 'em Up Alive
Social Security for Junior
Squaring the Family Circle
Investments in Futures
Children Must be Ready to Learn
How Our Schools Are Run
Charlie Won't Practice his Music
Staying after School for Fun
These Schools Teach Practical Politics
Take the Book out of Education
Selling Scholarship Short
Parents' Algebra
Hope and Danger for Schools
This Year's Crop
Little Red Schoolhouse
Learning's Never Too Late
Education for Living
A Child Comes Questioning
Conserve the Child's Hearing
The Right Book for the Right Child
D^— for Johnny's School
How Much Homework?
Hearing with the Eyes
But How They Can Smile
Boy Meets Opportunity
School Declares an Extra Dividend
A Library on a Shoestring
Youth Looks us Over
Problem Mothers
Your Pay for What You Get
Problem Child—or Problem Parents
Too Many Schoolhouses
Can He Take It?
Subject of Johnny
Beginnings
We are Getting no Brighter
Fast Learners
Common Sense and Children
What Can We Do About It?
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IV. What Topics do Authors Write About
for General Readers?
When the content of these articles is
considered and arranged by topics, the material is seen to cover a wide range of matters of public interest. Some of them are:
The nature of children as a factor in
schooling
The nature and difficulties of learning
Individuality and the development of
personality
Safety and the conservation of children's
health
Character as an outcome of education
Children that are problems at school
and at home
The difficulties faced by present-day
youth
College preparation and life at college
Subject matter that should be taught in
the schools
Activities of pupils that have educational
value
Parents as a factor in the school success
of their children
Relations of parents and teachers as
they affect children
Qualifications and teaching activities of
teachers
The training of pupils for their places
in the vocations
Contributions of the schools to citizenship
The public support and cost of education
The management of the schools and
colleges
The education of people past school age.
V. What Problems are Discussed in
Articles for General Readers?
A careful checking of the subjects treated in the articles which appeared during
three months showed that a great variety
of specific problems were raised and discussed; and that solutions were proposed
which seem good to the authors. Stated
in substance the following list of over fiftyquestions will indicate the range of points
for discussion:
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What are the main purposes of educa- young age of criminals?
How can proper relationships between
tion?
schools
and parents be secured?
What changes in schools are demanded
Are
parents doing what they can in the
by the changing times?
education
of their children?
How can the schools educate for a
What
attempts
at parent education are
changing present and uncertain future?
proper
through
the
schools?
How can schools in the country and
What
can
the
schools
do about incorrigsmall towns teach pupils to live and be
ible
children?
happy where they are?
What responsibility have the schools for
How do pupils really learn?
morals
of children?
What is the teacher's part in directing
Shall
sex education be attempted in pubstudy and causing learning?
lic
schools?
How can children be spared from the
What attempts should schools make at
bad effects of retarded or too-old teachers?
character
education?
Should parents help children do their
Should
there be any attempt at religious
school work at home?
instruction
in the schools?
Can the schools cause pupils to learn by
What
recognition should the high
vigorous self-effort rather than to seek the
schools
take
of what graduates will do
easiest way?
next?
Should children be forced to do school
What vocational guidance can be done
work?
in
the
schools?
What opportunities should schools afWhat
values have homemaking courses
ford to all pupils to work with their hands?
for
boys
and
girls in public schools?
Should there be ability grouping of
Should
there
be special vocational
pupils in schools?
schools
open
to
all
high
school graduates?
What use may school marks serve ? What
What
training
for
earning
and employis a good marking system?
ment
do
the
schools
cause
in
graduates?
Why is failure so prevalent in high
What can be done to promote a better
schools and colleges?
working
arrangement between schools and
How can lagging and loafing be preemployers
of graduates?
vented in case of very bright pupils?
How
should
government be taught in
What can teachers do for very dull or
the
schools?
apathetic pupils?
Should the place of politics in governHow secure in pupils a feeling of ease
ment
and schools be taught in schools?
and confidence in school situations?
How
can schools create interest in pubHow should the schools treat very shy
lic
affairs?
or bashful children?
What can schools do to develop patriotWhat can be done to help unpopular or
ism
as distinguished from narrow nationalneglected children?
ism?
What pupil welfare provisions are
What safety education should the
proper in the schools?
schools
undertake?
What provisions can be made for very
How
can schools train pupils in the use
poor children to get an education?
How can schools deal with children of leisure time?
Is an activity program in the schools
from poor home backgrounds?
How can educational misfits in schools practical and educational?
What is the place of athletics in high
be adjusted?
What is the relation of schools to the school ?
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Is student government a proper undertaking in the schools?
What organized social groups are desirable among pupils?
How secure sanitary conditions and
good housekeeping in schools?
Should there be a uniform system of
schools throughout state and nation?
Should states and federal government
support schools in local communities?
Should attendance be compulsory for
high school pupils?
VI. What is the Nature of Written
Expressions about Education?
Certain types of expression and qualities are worth noting in the educational
articles for general readers. Among others
the following are somewhat evident:
1. Factual matter forms a basis. Discussions generally start with a statement of
place, persons, events, or complications that
provoke comment. Often some investigation is reported or some development described.
2. Practical angles are stressed. The
general reader is interested in theory ot
philosophy only when called forth by facts
and applied in a way that keeps close to
life as observed or experienced.
3. Single ideas are made the center. Most
articles present a single phase for emphasis.
The experienced reader can generally size
up the article from the opening and close,
then read if he wants to fill in the space
between.
4. Isolated matters or ideas are likely to
receive emphasis. There is., no necessary
connection with education as a whole in the
minds of some writers as they present their
own brain-child. They seem to want those
engaged in education to make a place for
it, however.
5. Suggestions made are quite specific in
nature. Authors rarely take the view that
their proposals might have value for purposes of adaptation rather than outright
adoption. Generally they are presented as
worthy of copyright treatment.
6 Writers are none too complimentary
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of schools as they are. Reform is in the
air when people take their pens in hand.
It matters not that teachers have been making bricks without straw right along. They
are a pretty ordinary lot in the face of a
new idea and as seen in the light of the reformer's characteristic zeal.
7. Readable language is used. The editors see to it. This is in delightful contrast to many of the articles that appear in
teachers' magazines. Sometimes one finds
himself reading for pure enjoyment of good
literary workmanship more than for the
ideas expressed.
8. The total effect upon readers is probably stimulating. The magazines are probably doing a real service to education. At
the very least, they give the general impression to the reading public that matters
affecting the schools are worth writing
about.
VII. What's All the Writing About?
From reading many current articles on
education one comes out with a mixture of
impressions, some of them comforting and
hopeful, others just the opposite in effect.
Some of the impressions likely to come to
the reader are given herewith;
1. Improvement along many lines is
greatly to be desired in the schools. Most
of them cost money and call for a fine support in public opinion.
2. There is an implied questioning of
efficiency in the schools as they are operated. It would seem nobly worthwhile to
strive more earnestly for better schools,
both by those in charge of operation and
by the supporting public.
3. There are so many things that need
to be done that the impinging demands are
confusing and overlapping. Educational
thinking as to plans and statesmanlike execution seem to be the needs of the hour.
4. The relative importance of things is
not clear in the minds of writers. Certainly there is no consensus of opinion
about school affairs.
5. Some of the writers plainly have an
axe to grind. They would like to use the
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schools as a sounding board by propaganda assuredly that the public cares what hapmethods to further avowed causes. In ef- pens to the children at school.
2. In any community and about any
fect, they want their relatively small ideas
teacher the people are probably saying
to shape everything.
6. It is not easy to reach conclusions things somewhat along the lines indicated
from reading. So many ideas are presented in this summary. Teachers will do well to
that they cannot all be true, or all of them listen and bring forth fruits worthy of apcannot be more than partly true.
proval.
3. Education is not standing still. The
7. There seems to be generally a sincere interest in the schools, a desire to im- schools are not a static enterprise. Change
prove them. This is distinctly hopeful and and attempts at improvement are in the air.
may lead to betterment along many lines.
Teachers will have to reach out for as much
8. The schools are probably now operat- of the new as they can be certain is good
ing on a sort of "lowest terms" basis with and hold out bravely for time-tried ways
many opportunities for improvement. for a solid footing.
Many fine developments seem to be just
4. Improvement surely ought to come
ahead if public opinion bravely persists.
through the great interest manifested and
9. There is a deep underlying faith in the great amount of publicity to many
the idea of public education for all children phases of education. Let teachers keep
in a free country. With all the demands their faith strong at the same time they do
for change, no one seems to get into print a good day's work each day.
who would greatly change this major
5. Teachers must elevate their work to
American conception of education as an the standards of a profession. Then they
agency of democracy.
can take positive leadership in setting the
pace
which the people may be expected to
10. At every turn better teachers are defollow.
manded. Only people of fine personal at6. There is assurance that real teachers
tributes and extended education can poswill
be needed in the period just ahead,
sibly measure up to standards called for.
more of them and better. Real teachers
VIII. What Do the Expressions About
with good education and successful experEducation Suggest to Teachers?
ience are worthy of the pay and recognition
Teachers should understand that the of professional people. Both will come, as
schools are a public investment and that the there are more good teachers. Public depeople have every right to express them- mand from recognized need will produce
selves about education. Popular support good teachers and assure their standing
can never permanently rise above the solid as workers for public good. This developsource of public opinion and interest in the ment is now upon us. There is every
schools. Teachers have no vested interest reason why present teachers who expect
in the schools. In the last analysis, teach- to continue in the work should complete
ers are employed persons with some deserv- their education and meet other professional
ed professional attributes and obligations.
standards as fast as possible.
The writer of this article suggests a few
7. Of all people, teachers most need to
points that teachers can apply to them- read and understand what is being written
selves from the foregoing analysis of cur- about education as a public undertaking.
rent writing for the general public:
The writer of this article strongly recom1. Encouragement is offered by the great mends educational articles in the magazines
interest in education revealed in current for general readers.
Paul Hounchell
writing. All educational workers can know
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THE TEACHER'S JOE MILLER
MIXED METAPHOR
A patriotic M. P., during a heated discussion in the British House of Commons,
became very excited and shouted; "Ihe
British lion, whether it is roaming the deserts of India or climbing the forests of
Canada, will not draw in its horns or retire into its shell."
don't they say "bah"?
Little John's mother called him several
times, but the lad made no response, although he was within easy hearing distance.
"Why didn't you answer me?" said the
mother when she reached the child.
"Mother, I was playing a sheep," said
the lad, "and sheep don't talk."
THROUGH WITH ALL THAT
A high school girl, seated next to a famous astronomer at a dinner party, struck
up a conversation with him by asking,
"What do you do in life?"
He explained, "I study astronomy."
"Dear me," said the girl, "I finished astronomy last year."
SIMPLE PROCESS
Visitor (in editorial rooms)—What do
you use that blue pencil for?
Editor—Well, to make a long story short,
it's to—er—make a long story short.
TAUGHT CAESAR
First Student; "I wonder how old Miss
Jones is?"
Second Student: "Quite old, I imagine.
They say she used to teach Caesar."
NOURISHING
A Scottish peer was told that Dr. Johnson, in his dictionary, had defined "oats"
as "food for horses in England and food
for men in Scotland."
"Aye," said the peer, "and where else
can you find such horses and such men?"

WHAT?
A young clergyman on a recent occasion
discovered, after reaching the pulpit, that
he had forgotten his notes. By way of
apology to the congregation he said: "I
regret to say I have forgotten to bring my
sermon notes along, so I will have to depend upon the Lord. But this evening I
shall come better prepared."
OBEDIENT
The amateur band practice was in full
swing, but something had gone wrong, the
conductor glared at the cornet player.
"Why on earth did you leave off playing
just as we got to the chorus?"
"Well," retorted the cornet player, "on
my music it says, 'Refrain,' so I did."
IN A PICKLE
Teacher: "What is a mummy?"
Tommy : "Please, miss, a pickled queen."
BOOMERANG
Professor: "Young man, are you the
teacher of this class?"
Student: "No, sir."
Professor: "Then don't talk like an
idiot!"
BAD EGG
A school teacher relates that she was
giving her small pupils a lesson on birds,
and after telling about the hatching of the
eggs, the care of the mother bird and the
first lessons in flying, she said: "Now, children, I am the mother bird and you are the
little birds nestled in your cozy nest. I want
you all to spread your wings and fly away."
Each child, waving arms to the music she
beat, skipped to the dressing room, with the
exception of one little fellow, who remained
in his seat. Turning to him she said : "Donald, why didn't you fly away with all the
other little birds?"
" 'Cause," came the prompt unexpected
reply, "I was a bad egg."
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university came and to whom her life returns manifold.. . .
Finally freedom of the university means
Published monthly, except June, July, and August, by
the State Teachers College at Harnsonburg, Virginia.
freedom of the scholar to find and report
Fntrrsd as second-class matter March 13, 1920, at the the truth honestly without interference by
postofilce at Harriionburg, Virginia, under the act of
March 3, 1879.
the university, the state, or any interests
whatever. If a scholar be enlisted by the
state for research on a mooted issue, though
01
IgDOCATI
Nation
such scholarly and independent report may
OF AMERICA
be imputed to the university as an institution by powerful lobbies opposed to the reCokxad
Bvtiness Manager
Ci-td* P. Shouts, Ctrculatton Manager port, the university will stand by the right
of the state to enlist the scholar and the
ADVISORY BOARD
freedom
of the scholar to make the report,
DKSaiK
J.
Kaththine M. AKTHOKY
J. LAHIM
AmosBissii
M. Showaltm
Otto F. Fxidesixsok
whatever be the consequences. The real
Manuscripts offered for publication from those interest- destruction of the university would come
cd in our state educationaf problem, should be addressed from the university administration's inter(o the editor of The Vi.gieia Teachee, State Teachers
College, Harrisonburg, Virginia.
ference or any other interference with the
report. Without such freedom of research
we would have no university and no demEDUCATIONAL COMMENT
ocracy.—Frank Porter Graham, President
FREEDOM IN THE UNIVERSITY
of the University of North Carolina, in
FREEDOM in the university means the School and Society.
freedom to study not only the biologiTHE DEMOCRATIC WAY
cal implications of the physical structuie of
a fish but also the human implications of the
In America we are set on the path of
economic structure of society. It means solving our problems by the democratic
freedom from the prejudices of section, method implicit in a government under the
race, or creed; it means a free compassion control of the common man—a system dediof her sons for all people in need of justice cated to the scientific way of seeking out
and brotherhood. It means the freedom of the facts, threshing out the issues in the
the liberated spirit to understand sympathet- full view of free discussion, and applying
ically those who misunderstand freedom each new increment of knowledge for the
and would strike it down. It means the common good, with the consent of, and by
freedom for consideration of the plight of the collective aid of, those who are the reunorganized and inarticulate peoples in an cipients of its advantages. In the United
unorganized world in which powerful com- States at least, this is our faith; but we are
binations and high-pressure lobbies work certainly on trial before the world, and it is
their special will on the general life. In one of the major tasks of our educational
the university should be found the free system to see to it that this ideal is given a
voice not only for the unvoiced millions but fair testing.—Raleigh Schorling.
also for the unpopular and even the hated
minorities. Its platform should never be
"Cultivate literature and useful knowlan agency of partisan propaganda but edge, for the purpose of qualifying the risshould ever be a fair forum of free opinion.
ing generation for patrons of good governFreedom should never mean a loss of the
ment, virtue and happiness."
sense of lawful and moral responsibility to
George Washington
the trustees and the people from whom the
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THE TEACHER'S LETTER BOX
Dear Letter Box;
For years I have taught second grade in
a consolidated school in my home county.
I have always demanded that children coming up to me really know how to read.
Now our new first-grade teacher is upsetting all our policies over one boy. His
birthday is in April, so he was 6.6 years
old chronologically when he entered the first
grade last fall. He is a big, strong child,
quite well informed, and a leader in his
social group. When Christmas came and he
had made absolutely no start _ in reading,
this new teacher insisted that his eyes were
to blame. None of us took her seriously.
Since some children just naturally take a
couple of years getting started, why_ make
such a fuss? But she talked some kind of
patter about "reading readiness" and had
pages of notes to show that this boy was
mature enough to read in every way except eyes. Finally his parents took him
to town, and the young upstart was righthe needed glasses badly.
The oculist said the boy would have to
have a little time to find himself in the new
world opened up to him by his glasses.
But he began to show an interest in readinga
almost immediately and now after on'y
month is reading well in pre-primers. We
are all happy with the parents, for we feel
sure that he will learn to read next year.
But his teacher won't hear to retaining
him. She says he will be able to read a
primer before school closes and that he can
go on in second grade as well as in first.
I wonder what she thinks I am—some sort
of modern wonder who can teach children
as individuals? For she says that I should
begin where the child is and take him as
far as he can go. She insists that this
boy's sturdiness, his general alertness, his
good work habits, and his capacity to work
with the group are reasons for promoting
him. I never heard of such nonsense, promoting a child because he's had a birthday
and is well adjusted in his social group.
I feel that he'd really be harmed by putting him in a second reader when he is
only ready for a first. _
Pardon this long epistle, but I m_ pretty
desperate. The county supervisor is supporting the boy's teacher and, what is
worse, the principal is weakening. I see all
the standards for which I've worked being
undermined and all by a little_ chit of a
girl with a long bob and wearing a poke
bonnet tied under her chin. Since she
comes from your institution, I thought you
might be able to set her straight, or at
least to help me see.
_
., ,.
I can just see what will happen if this
boy is sent on without reading that first
reader. Parents will insist that every
child in the group pass, and J don't blame
them. But this new teacher disagrees. She
says what happens to each child is an individual problem. She even wants to hold
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one little girl back who can read a second reader; and she has about convinced
the parents. Her argument is that the
child needs to gain physical stamina and
shouldn't be pushed and that she is socially
immature. I think 1 know how Samson
felt when the temple fell about his earspromoting one child who reads in a primer
and retaining one who is really ready. It
looks to me as if this frail, timid little
girl would be crushed by failing.
I'd appreciate a reply through the mail
since the problem must be settled when
the superintendent comes around next
Wee
^'
Ada Morton
Dear Miss Morton:
I certainly agree with you that this boy
should not be put into a second reader until he reads first reader material fluently.
But does he have to read this first reader
material in first grade when he is otherwise well ready for second? Can't you
make up one group who will all profit by
beginning with first grade material? If you
think he is the only one who needs easier
material, then you need to study standards
for passing children from one stage of
reading development to the next. I think
you'll find our young friend as concerned
about that as you are about lines between
grades. For help on this problem try; (1)
Pennell and Cusack, The Teaching of Reading for Better Living (Houghton Mifflin
Company); (2) The Thirty-Sixth Yearhook of the National Society for the Study
of Education, "The Teaching of Reading";
or (3) Stone, Better Primary Reading;
(The Webster Publishing Company, St.
Louis.) You should also get Row-Peterson's new reading readiness reader for the
second grade, Down the River Road, and
their free monographs on reading readiness
at second-grade level.
I'd like to see you forming your secondgrade groups according to stage of development just once. It doesn't really take any
more time after you get the hang of it,
and anyway, time is not the important matter. Pushing children into material too
hard for them usually breaks down not
' only reading habits but general morale. And
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a confused, discouraged child is in no conTHE READING TABLE
dition to learn or to grow. Moreover, I Our Animal Books ; A Series in Humane Education. Primer: Fuzzy Tail by Arensa Sonderwager that once you try this plan in readgaard, 72c; Book I; Sniff, by James S. Tippett
ing, you'll use it in arithmetic, in spelling,
and Martha K. Tippett, 80c; Book II; Pets and
Friends, by Emma A. Myers, 84c; Book III:
even in rhythms. For you'll have some
The Pet Club, by Kathrine W. Masters, 92c;
children who lack readiness for folk dancBook IV: On Charlie Clarke's Farm, by Katherine L. Keelor, 72c; Book V: Our Town and
ing, who can't skip. Just a little teaching
City Animals, by Frances E. Clarke and Kathin a small group for a few times will make
erine L. Keelor, 76c; Book VI: Paths to Conservation, by James S. Tippett, 88c. New
you think you are a "modern wonder."
York: D. C. Pleath and Company. 1937.
But sending this mentally alert, wellThis set of books is designed to teach hupoised, vigorous young man on doesn't
mane
principles as well as reading by keepmean wholesale promotion. Each case must
ing
at
the child's level and by using original
be settled on its own merits. The little girl
stories
which interest him, bring him pleashas the right to stay another year in the
ure,
and
wholesomely help him see the point
first grade. She will almost surely workintended.
City and country animals are used
more happily there and make more social
as
well
as
those from wild life. The texts
growth. But leaving her where she will
for
the
lower
grades have, at the end, word
get the most help and develop best doesn't
lists
for
vocabulary
study; most of the
mean she is failing. That is an adult conbooks
contain
lists
of
other books at the
ception left over from the old days when
same
level,
which
will
give
emphasis to the
too often promotion was looked on as a
stories
in
the
particular
book.
The cover
sort of reward for work done. No child
linings
and
the
end
pages
are
attractively
fails in a really good school, but some children need a longer time at certain stages of and significantly illustrated; all the books
development than others do. Parents and have colorful pictures. They should give
teachers together should take time to study the teacher who is interested in this sort of
the child and make his grade placement fit development exceptional help towards her
goal.
B. J. L.
his needs.
By the way, your principal should unUnit-Reading Series. By Nila Banton
derstand that he is handling a boomerang. The
Smith. Teachers Guide for the second year,
88c; Teachers Guide for the third year, $1.00;
You should take the boy, but he should
Practice pad to be used with Near and Far,
provide the easy books in abundance! Tell
32c; Practice pad to be used with Round About
him that I said so if you wish.
You, 32c. New York: Silver Burdett Co,
1937.
HERE'S TO GOOD OLD YALE,
DRINK 'ER DOWN!
When the United Press decided to eliminate minute-by-minute racing results from
its news ticker service, the alumni club of
Yale University cancelled its contract;
members were much more interested in racing than in any other news. The same day,
the New Yorker comments, Jack Dempsey's
restaurant wrote asking for ticker installation and approving the change of policy, as
"racing news only attracts an undesirable
element."

These Teacher's Guides present in a clear,
clean-cut way the problems which confront
the teacher in the elementary grades, the
demands made upon her by the changes in
society, and definite helps for meeting these
problems and demands. Especially helpful
to teachers who have little source material
at hand, they show how the tie-up between
children's activities and literature may be
made. The practice pads are constructed to
give the children a variety of things to do,
and the exercises are interesting and meaningful.
M- L. S.
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NEWS OF THE COLLEGE
Dr. Francis Pendleton Gaines, president
of Washington and Lee University, will
deliver the commencement address on the
morning of June 6, his topic being James
Madison.
The baccalaureate sermon will be preached Sunday, June 5, by Dr. W. L. Carson,
pastor of the First Presbyterian Church in
Richmond.
Final exercises will be completed by
Tuesday noon. The program includes a
garden party, recital by graduating music
students, dance, class-day program, reception for guests, and a play presented by the
Stratford Dramatic Club.
A dramatization of the ancient legend of
Siegfried, hero of the Niebelungs, or little
people, will furnish the theme for the annual May Day celebration on Saturday,
May 7, to be given near the Big Rock on
the campus in front of Alumrue.
In episodes of dance and pantomime, the
pageant will depict the travels of Siegfried,
played by Billie Powell, of Hopewell. In
his travels he fights a bear, a dragon, and
a band of knights; meets a group of sirens
who try to entangle him; and has a combat
with the warrior queen, played by Georgette
Law, Hollis, N. Y.
Virginia Blain, Clifton Forge, chosen by
the Student Body, will be crowned queen of
the festivities. She will be attended by
Helen Willis, Clarksville, maid of honor,
and twelve members of the Court made up
of Seniors and graduating Sophomores.
Peggy Byer, Hagerstown, Md., president
of the Athletic Association which sponsors
the annual celebration, is in charge of the
pageant.
Quarterly convocation exercises on March
23 were also the occasion for the installation
of new officers of the Student Government
Association.
Lafayette Carr, Galax, new president,
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sworn in by Virginia Blain, outgoing head,
administered the oath of office to Virginia
Smith, Lynchburg, vice-president, Mary
Ellen MacKarsie, Alexandria, secretarytreasurer, and Dorothy Sears, Appomattox,
recorder of points. Members of the Student
Council, Social and Standards committee,
and house presidents were also announced
at this time.
The beginning of the spring quarter was
the time for change in office of two other
major organizations, The Breeze and the
Young Women's Christian Association.
Mike Lyne, Shenandoah Junction, W.
Va., and Betty Coupar, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
succeeded Dolores Phalen, Harrisonburg,
and Ila Arrington, Newport, as editor and
business manager of the campus newspaper.
The candlelight installation service of Y.
W., one of the most impressive services of
the year, was held March 31 in Wilson
Auditorium. Elizabeth Rawles, of Norfolk,
officially took her place as president, succeeding Hilda Finney, PenHook.
The new cabinet, which was installed at
the same time, includes Dorothy Anderson,
Rustburg, vice-president; Marie Walker,
Kilmamock, secretary; Agnes Craig, Bassett, treasurer; and Elizabeth Treadwell,
Atlanta, Ga.; Eleanor Kash, Lynchburg,
Marjorie Profit, Louisa; Margaret Trevilian, Gloucester; Mildred Goode, Henry;
Jane Lynn, Manassas; Marlin Pence, Arlington; Mary Wright, Norfolk; Evelyn
Cross, Stephens City; Corinne Shipp,
Crewe; Marjorie Hill, Longmeadow, Mass.,
and Mary H. Lupton, Staunton.
The three upper classes have also elected
presidents who will take office next September. Elizabeth Adams, South Boston, will
head the Senior Class, Virginia Gordon
Hall, Ashland, the Junior, and Margaret
Hedges, Alexandria, the Sophomore.
Pointing out what the change in name of
the college means to the growth of the institution, Dr. Samuel P. Duke spoke at the
Homecoming luncheon given in honor of
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the returning Alumnse March 19. The largest group of old students ever to attend such
a celebration was present for the week-end.
The luncheon was preceded by an informal reception in Alumnse Hall and was followed by a business meeting. Miss Mary
Brown Allgood, of Richmond, was reelected president of the Association and
Dr. Rachel Weems, college physician, was
again chosen secretary for the next two
years. Miss Mary McNeill, of Culpeper,
was elected treasurer last year.
The week-end of Homecoming was completed with a dance in Reed Gym, for which
Ray Frye and his Virginians played.

held in Reed Gym April 2 by the Harrisonburg Chapter of the Alumnae Association
for the benefit of a scholarship fund. Music
was furnished by Eddie Branner and his
Orchestra from Broadway.

Easter vacation begins at noon, April 15,
and lasts through April 20. Only a few
students are spending the holiday on the
campus.

Expressing a strong hope that the high
schools of the future will not only prepare
well for college, but will also afford a richer experience and a wider culture for young
men and women who can never attend college, Dr. A. O. Packard, commissioner of
education of the state of Maine, spoke in
Wilson Auditorium March 21. His appearance was sponsored by the Education Association of the city.

Dr. Samuel P. Duke, president of the
college, attended the meeting of the Southem Association of Colleges held in Dallas,
Texas, the week of March 28. The triennial report of this college was presented
to the Association.
Mrs. Bemice R. Vamer, associate professor of Home Economics, was elected
president of the State Dietetics Association
for the coming year at the annual meeting
of the Virginia group in Richmond, the
week-end of March 26. Last year Mrs.
Vamer held the office of vice-president.
Harrisonburg was represented at the
joint meeting of the State Dietetics Association and the Virginia Home Economics
Association by Miss Clara G. Turner, college dietitian, Miss Lois Pearman and Miss
Julia Robertson, associate professors of
Home Economics, Miss Frances Houck,
supervisor of Home Economics in the Harrisonburg High School, and Miss Evelyn
Wolfe, dietitian of the Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
About 250 persons attended the dance

Over 40 students representing eight high
schools will compete in the Latin Tournament to be held Saturday, April 23, in Reed
Hall. This is a state-wide contest and the
college is the center for the schools of the
Shenandoah Valley. Representatives will
come from Winchester, Boyce, Woodstock,
Toms Brook, Hot Springs, Harrisonburg,
and Staunton.

The Glee Club, assisted by the Men's
Chorus of Harrisonburg, gave its annual
Easter program in Wilson Auditorium
Palm Sunday. They sang a cantata, From
Olivet to Calvary, by Maunder, and The
Crucifixus by Palestrina, the latter in Latin.
The club was directed by Miss Edna T.
Shaeffer.
On March 25 the Club gave its first joint
concert with the Men's Chorus, and recently
a group of singers appeared before the
Rotary Club of New Market.
Geraldine Douglas, of Grottoes, was one
of three to win a superior rating for her
playing in the state contest of the Virginia
Federation of Music Clubs held in Charlottesville April 2. Miss Douglas will appear on the program of the state Federation
convention to be held in Bristol shortly after
Easter.
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Competition in the state contest is won
after a player has gotten distinction in a
district meet. A Sophomore, and pupil in
piano of Miss Gladys Michaels of the college music department, Miss Douglas has
been outstanding in her class in the State
Federation for several years.
Contestants in the state affairs are
awarded ratings of superior, excellent,
good, fair, and average. A superior rank
requires a grade of over 90. Classification
is by age.
Taking as their motto, "Treasures fought
for; knowledge sought for," 300 Freshmen
appeared in the red and white garb of pirates as they observed their first class day
April 8.
Officers of the Freshman Class are Inez
Craig, Bassett, president; Virginia Colonna,
Norfolk, vice-president; Virginia West,
Suffolk, secretary; Marjorie Hill, Longmeadow, Mass., treasurer; Frances White,
Wytheville, sergeant-at-arms; and Ella
Rudolph, Winchester, business manager.
Dr. Rachel Weems and Prof. Conrad T.
Logan are sponsors of the class, while Edgar McConnell, son of Dr. and Mrs. Carl
McConnell, is the mascot.

ed concerning the various phases of physical education and training in schools and
colleges. Demonstrations in the different
fields of physical culture were given by
representatives from colleges throughout
the state.
The girls from this college—Billie Powell, Hopewell; Agnes Arnold, Nassawaddox; Dorothy Day, Richmond, and Betty
Lou McMahan, Sanford, N. C.—danced a
quadrille with four V. M. I. cadets, while
Martha Fitzgerald, Crewe, called the figures.

The annual intramural swimming meet
which was held in Reed pool March 26 resulted in a victory for the Sophomore tankers with the Freshmen, Juniors, and Seniors
running in that order.
High scoring individuals were Jane Pridham, Glen Burnie, Md., Sophomore, and
Georgette Law, Hollis, N. Y., Junior, who
tied for first place, and Wilhelmina
Schmidt, Seat Pleasant, Md., Freshman,
who rated second.
The feature event of the evening was the
pajama relay race, won by the Sophomores.
Three girls from each class participated in
this event, donning pajamas and swimming
the length of the pool.
Another outstanding entertainment aspect
Billie Powell, of Hopewell, newly elected
was
a skit presented by the Seniors called
president of the Athletic Association, was
'"The
Wedding of Mr. H2 and Miss O."
chosen by that organization to be its representative to the convention of the Athletic
Badminton season officially closed March
Federation of College Women held April
21 to 23 at Tallahassee, Fla. This is the 23 when Peggy Byer, Hagerstown, Md.,
first time a representative has been sent and Evelyn Patterson, Washington, seniors,
from this college. The local Athletic As- defeated Gertrude Ashwell, Huddleston,
sociation is not a member of this Federa- and Dorothy Patterson, Round Hill, freshmen, in the doubles finals.
tion, but will probably join.
This year was the first the sport has been
Five representatives of the college, ac- tried, but it was proven a successful camcompanied by Miss Helen Marbut, assist- pus sport.
ant professor of Physical Education, attendRight Reverend Monsignor Fulton J.
ed the convention of the Virginia Physical
Education Association held at Virginia Mil- Sheen, associate professor of Philosophy
at the Catholic University in Washington,
itary Institute March 19.
During the day discussions were conduct- will be speaker for Assembly exercises May
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4, under the sponsorship of the Newman
Club.
He is at present a speaker on the weekly
Catholic Hour radio program. An author
of many books on religion and philosophy,
Monsignor Sheen has been much sought
after as a lecturer and preacher, not only
in this country but in Europe, where he
spends each summer.
Funeral services were held April 5 in
Cambridge, Md., for Margaret Virginia
Hastings, senior, who died in the college
infirmary April 2, from acute nephritis.
A daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hastings, she entered the college in 1936,
transferring from Salisbury, Md., State
Teachers College. Her activities at the college included membership in the Association
for Childhood Education, Philosophy Club,
and the Y. W. C. A. The latter organization held a memorial service for Miss Hastings April 7, at which Reverend H. R.
Deal, pastor of the Methodist Church,
spoke.
Miss Hastings was stricken suddenly
April 2 and was rushed to the infirmary.
Every medical attention was given, but to
no avail. She was the first student to die
in the college infirmary since it was established in 1908.
Eleven new members recently joined
Alpha Chi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi,
honor society. They were Mrs. Mildred
Seymour, Kelling; Emma Rand, Amelia;
Jane Lynn, Manassas; Jane Logan and
Mildred Gamett, Harrisonburg; Elizabeth
Alexander, Waverly Hall, Ga.; Jessie
Gearing, East Falls Church; Mrs. Margaret
Winder, Franktown; Geraldine Selby, Chincoteague; Dorothy Sears, Appomattox;
and Mary Ellen MacKarsie, Alexandria.
Completing the requirements for the
Bachelor of Science degree, Margaret
Stone, Penn Yan, N. Y., and Charlotte
Landon, New Britain, Conn., graduated at
the close of the winter quarter.
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ALUMNAE NOTES
Here is a list of those alumnse who were
back for the annual Home Coming in March
18 and 19. Registration cards were assembled by class year.
'14: Bess Turner Hamaker, City.
'16: Lucille Early Fray, Advance Mills.
'17: Emma Byrd, City; Mary V. Yancey
Canter, City; Rachel Weems, City.
'18: Mae Hoover, 507 Westover, Roanoke; Flossie Grant Rush, McGaheysville.
'19: Helen Hopkins Hoover, Timberville ;
Mamie Omohundro Switzer, City; Ruth
Witt, 1101 First St., S. W., Roanoke.
'20: Charlotte Yancey Boice, City; Lelouise Edwards, 509 Chestnut St., Norfolk;
Dorothy Spooner Garber, City; Margaret
Proctor Ralston, New Hope.
'21; Mrs. Albert Barnes Francis, Hampton Ave., Roanoke; Katherine Howard,
City; Toppy Bottom Jennings, 3217 Third
St., Richmond; Mary Thrasher, Bridgewater.
'22: Agnes Christian, 3401 2nd Ave.,
Richmond; Elizabeth M. Ewing Chambers,
City; Virginia Greenland Clarke, Churchland; Lossie Dalton Foltz, Roanoke; Frances Sibert, City.
'23: Helen M. Carter, R. F. D. No. 2,
Staunton; Elizabeth Collins, 254 Florence
Ave., Waynesboro; Mary S. Hutcheson
Dalton, 112 S. Washington St., Staunton;
Julia M. Dickerson, 235 Kalorama, Staunton; Elsie Proffitt, 1425 Campbell Ave.,
S. W., Roanoke; Nina Randolph, City;
Ruth Robertson, Calloway.
'24: Virginia Beverage, City; Betty
Cleaves, 905 Ann St., Portsmouth; Bernice
Gay Euler, 512 Shenandoah St., Portsmouth.
'25: Kerah L. Carter Ellis, Alcoma;
Leanor Wilson, 1139 E. Ocean View Ave.,
Norfolk.
'26: Frances L. Biedler Monsees, City;
Doris Woodward, University.
'27: Margaret Pence Bird, Winchester;
Anna Lohr Early, Ruckersville; Thelma
Simmons Sullivan, City.
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'28: Pauline Armentrout, City; Sylvia
Myers Blose, Penn Laird; Virginia Harvey
Boyd, R. F. D. No. 7, Box 120, Roanoke;
Virginia Brumbaugh, 1328 Campbell Ave.,
S. W., Roanoke; Mary V. Chandler, City;
Hilda P. Blue Collins, Charlotte C. H. ;
Jane Elliasdn, City; Virginia Robinson Fristoe, City; Esther Hackner, 1010 Fauquier,
Norfolk; Isla Browning Eastham Kennedy,
219 W. Frederick St., Staunton; Virginia
Hinton Lineweaver, City; Mary McNeil,
Culpeper; Cameron Phillips, Charlottesville ;
Ethel Shoemaker Hering, City; Sarah C.
Milnes Sipe, McGaheysville; Virginia Turpin, 422 Thirty-eighth St., Norfolk.
'29: Charlotte Byers, City; Charlotte
Hogan Clough, 1800 Queen Lane, Arlington ; Jeannette Duling, 628 Linden Ave.,
Portsmouth; Pearl Hart, 1858 Columbia
Road, D. C.; Marguerite Goodman Haldeman, Winchester; Wintie M. Heatwole,
Dayton; Elizabeth King Nunn, 202 Jamestown Road, Williamsburg; Nancy Cecil
Robertson, Pulaski; Odelle Bean Rosenberger, 215 S. Blv'd, Richmond; Eugenie
J. Beazley Terrell, Williamsburg; Louise
Watkins, 2607 Edge wood Ave., Richmond ;
Mattie Worster, 806 Court St., Portsmouth;
Janet Biedler Yancey, 771 S. Mason St.,
City.
'30: Mary Brown Allgood, 3039 Montrose Ave., Richmond; Willene Barnes, 132
Fillmore St., Petersburg; Ruth Bowman,
City; Lillian Derry Brown, No. 7 D Princess Ann Apts., Norfolk; Frances Kagey
Burress, New Market; May M. Coffman
Conger, 608 Sheridan St., N. W., Washington, U. C.; Mary Dixon, Wm. and Mary
College, Williamsburg; Gertrude Drinker,
Rt. 6, Richmond; Virginia Hamilton, W.
Augusta; Elizabeth Hopkins Heatwole,
City; Martha Keller, Fishers Hill; Othelda
Mitchell, 1221 W. 27th St., Norfolk; Stella
Moore, Berryville; Nancy Sublett Nelson,
City; Alice Pollard, 202 Boscawen, Winchester; Haselteen Reynolds, Rt. No. 3,
Roanoke; Frances Sutherland, North Garden ; Evelyn Wolfe, City; Lena Wolfe, Arlington.
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'31: Florence Collins, 17 Pear St., Newport News; Rachel B. Brothers Eure, 218
Rosewreath Rd., Richmond; Kathryn Firebaugh, 1610 Wilson Road, Arlington; Bessie Glasser, Norfolk; Ken Bird Holtzman,
Mt. Jackson; Frances Cabell Jett, Ninevah ;
Nancy Lambert, Bridgewater; Elizabeth
Mason, City; Eleanor Mecartney, 620 S.
Stewart St., Winchester; Mae Brown Van
Meter, Arlington; Shirley Miller, East Radford; Julia Becton Rogers, City; Evelyn
Compton Tanner, Slate Mills; Louise Wine,
Staunton.
'32: Kitty Wherrett Battaglia, 1524 College Line, Ocean View; Katherine Bowen,
Staunton; Virginia L. Coffman, Edinburg ;
Brownye Linhos Dingledine, 245 Churchville Ave., Staunton; Negebie Ellis, Covington; Elizabeth Gatewood, 169 Gray St.,
Danville; Garnett Hamrick, 351 Nat. Ave.,
Winchester; Catherine Howell, Low Moor ;
H. Pearl Kiester, Staunton; Louise McComb, Stuarts Draft; Katherine Martz,
New Market; Margaret Martz, New Market; Catherine Crim Miller, New Market;
Virginia Shank, Mt. Crawford; Mildred
Dawson Steed, Scottsville; Anna Lyon Sullivan, City; Lucy Swortzel, Greenville ;
Doris Vance, Fentress; Elizabeth Wise,
New Market.
'33: Grace C. Avelino, 3518 Twenty
Fourth Ave., Astoria, L. L, N. Y.; Alice
Mason Bartlett, 1401 Columbia Road,N.W.,
D. C.; Bernice Bowden, Red Hill; Katye
Wray Brown, City; Margie Carickoff, Elkton; Lucy Lee Coyner, Waynesboro; Hope
Landes, Bridgewater; Piercy Williams Lassiter, Richmond; Thelma Leech, Lexington; Katherine May McClanahan, Timberville; Frances Maloy, McDowell; Myrtle
L. Manby, 1244 Forty-Fourth St., Norfolk;
Velma Miner, Sunnyside; Virginia Bass
Motley, 618 West 31st St., Richmond;
Christobel Childs Wetsel, Orange; Katherine A. Wilson, City; Lois W. Moore
Wright, Culpeper; Mary E. Wright, Mt.
Crawford.
'34: Pauline Armstrong,
Greenville;
Margaret Buchanan Bates, Fairfield; Cath-
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erine Bauserman, 2285 Main St., Woodstock; Marjorie Lutz Bird, Mt. Jackson;
Lena Early Bowman, Rt. 1, Harrisonburg;
Madaline Newbill Davis, Mt. Vernon, N.
Y.; Virginia Earman, Keezletown; Lillian
Flippo, Route 3, Richmond; Katherine
Glenn, Covington; Mary Goodman, Riverside Ave., Covington; Charlotte Homan,
City; Virginia Hill, 501 Mt. Ave., Roanoke;
Louise Howerton, Danieltown; Lillian M.
Lambert, Stafford C. H.; Reba Lineweaver,
City; Rosa Long, Mt. Crawford; Gladys
Ogden, Natural Bridge; Virginia Jones
Porterfield, 16 N. Laurel St., Richmond;
Rachel Rogers, E. Falls Church; Emeleen
Sapp, Gainesville; Janie Shaver, City;
Gladys Sherman, Culpeper; Margaret
Smith, 1431 Mallory Court, Norfolk; Virginia Spence, 1137 Chesapeake Ave., Norfolk ; Margaret Thompson, City; Elizabeth
Warren, Timberlake Road, Lynchburg;
Evelyn Watkins, 915 E. 26th St., Norfolk;
Mildred Mullins Watts, Lawrenceville;
Estelle Pauls White, Plymouth, N. H.; Imogene Whittington, Mattox; Elizabeth
Burner Wilberger, Grottoes; Mary Sue
Hamersley Yancey, Elkton.
'35: Elizabeth Abbott, Route 10, Richmond; Anna Virginia Andes, City; Elizabeth Austin, Vesuvius; Janet Baker, 1801
Wyoming Ave., Washington, D. C.; Mary
Page Barnes, Amelia; Ruth Bowman, Mt.
Jackson; Louise Cloud, Leesburg; Virginia
Craig, Axton; Samuella Crim, New Market; Doris Parker Dozier, Colonial and 35th,
Norfolk; Mary Lee Doval, Woodstock,
Jessie Dunkum, Montvall; Elizabeth Firebaugh, Fairfiekl; Geraldine B. Fray, Advance Mills; Kay Carpenter Gould, City;
Rebecca Snyder Gleason, 433 Maple Ave.,
Waynesboro; Louise Golladay, Quicksburg,
Inez Graybeal, Christiansburg; Dorothy
Hamilton, West Augusta; Effie Hess, Dayton; Hazel Holter, Frederick, Md.; Matilda E. Hogg, 1350 Buckingham, Norfolk;
Sue K. Jolly, Holland; Helen Le Sueur,
Arvonia; Doris Lohr, New Market; Virginia McNeil, Fishersville; Grace Madden,
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New Market; Agnes Mason, Baskerville;
Catherine Mathews, 209 Belvedere Ave.,
Cambridge, Md.; Josephine L. Miller, Port
Republic; Virginia J. Moyer, 3001 Garrison St., N. W., Washington, D. C; Katybell Nielsen, City; Jessie Phillips, Kents
Store; Alva Wenonah Rice, 5941 So. 4th
St., Arlington; Janie Seay, Scottsville;
Charlotte Sheets, Clifton Forge; Ruth
Shular, East Stone Gap; June Taliaferro,
City; Edna Tetter, 134 N. Poplar H. Winston Salem, N. C.; Ruth McNeil Thornhill,
Culpeper; Elizabeth Topping, 313 Seventh
Ave., Hinton, W. Va.; Nancy Turner,
Jamestown, Norfolk; Anna Tutwiler, City;
Mary Virginia White, Quinque; Mary Van
Landingham, Market St., Petersburg.
'36: Emily Bushong, Woodstock; Elizabeth Bywaters, Opequon; Catherine Cartee,
1009 Potomac Ave., Hagerstown, Md.;
Adelia Clark, 3900 W. Broad Street,
Richmond; Ellen Coleman, 422 Seventeenth
St., University; Sarah E. Cooper, Princess
Ann; Pearl Cornett, Blacksburg; Cecil Covington, Clover; Charleva Crichton, 215
Runnymede Rd., Norfolk; Louise Fulp
Dodd, Wm. St., Henderson, N. C.; Rosamond Wiley Donovan, Independence; Virginia Duncan, Chilhowie; Bertha Durrer,
Advance Mills; Jane Epps, Halifax; Etta
Evans, Laneview; Ophelia Griffett, Luray;
Frances Grove, Luray; Belle Krieger
Hockman, 55 Washington St., Winchester;
Betty Hodges, Chatham; Mildred Johnson,
Blacksburg; Virginia Lee, City; Bernice
Gay Long, Route 2, Petersburg; Anna McCormick, Spottswood; Nancy Mason, St.
Paul; Josephine Miller, Woodstock; Janie
Miner, City; Opal Moody, Cox Road, Petersburg; Pattie Orr, Blacksburg; Frances
Graybeal Phipps, Independence; Luemma
Phipps, 308 S. Main St., Galax; Lillian
Guillen, Gate City; Lois Robertson, City;
Sophia Rogers, 421 Mt. Vernon Ave.,
Portsmouth; Josephine Sanford, V. P. I.,
Blacksburg; Helen H. Sherman, Spottswood ; Anne Skinner, 729 Redgate Ave.,
Norfolk; Julia Symms, Peterstown, W.
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Va.; Eleanor S. Taylor, Ridgely, Md.; Alice
Thompson, 1710 Littlepage Ave., Charlestown, W. Va.; Florence Truberg, 16 Park
Blvd., Malverne, L. I., N. Y.; Mabel Watts,
Lexington; Frances Wells, City; Nell O.
Williams, Whaleyville.
'37: Linda Barnes, Stuart; Louise Borum, Rice; Katherine Beale, Chuckatuck;
Alpine Beazley, Beaver Dam; Ruth Bodine,
City; Etta M. Bowman, City; Maxine
Bowman, Mt. Jackson; Leah Boyts, Dayton; Frances Buck, Rural Retreat; Mary
E. Coleman, Alberene; Grace Comer,
Shenandoah; Ethel Cooper, 327 West Main
St., Danville; Retha Cooper, 135 N.
Cameron St., Winchester; Kathleen Cowden, Waynesboro; Estella Cummings, Rt.
2, Lexington; Annie Glenn Darden, Holland; Alice Doss, Gretna; Viola Dovel,
Fry Springs Road, Charlottesville; Catherine Driver, New Market; Ethel Driver,
Mt. Sidney; Rose Duggins, Beaver Dam;
Florence T. Dunnigan, 160 Malburn Ave.,
Baldwin, L. I., N. Y.; Louise Faulconer,
Unionville; Lucy Faulkner, Blanton; Eva
M. Foster, V. P. I., Box 495, Blacksburg;
Rosa Lee Fowlkes, South Hill; Marjorie
Fulton, Gate City; Fleta Funkhouser,
Boyce; Ethel Garrison, Chatham; Evelyn
Gibson, 740 Button St., Winston Salem,
N. C.; Daisy May Gifford, City; Jessie
Goodman, Buena Vista; Mary Jane Gum,
Vanderpool; Josephine Gutshall, Monterey;
Margaret Hall, Mission Home; Craddock
Hammersley, Burkeville; Eleanor Harrison,
Broadway; Virginia Heyl, Marshall; Elizabeth Hickerson, Davis, W. Va.; Edith
Hogan, Bedford; Eleanor Holtzman, Mt.
Jackson; Adelaide Howser, 5618 N. 6th
St., Arlington; Evelyn Hughes, City; Lorraine Johnson, Clifton Forge; Catherine
Jolly, Holland; Martha Frances Kent, 905
Aron St., Charlottesville; Mary Knight,
R.F.D., No. 4, Norfolk; Mabel Lunceford,
Warrenton; Virginia Dudley McCue, Route
4, Staunton; Helen McMillan, Esmont;
Betty Martin, Waynesboro; Saunders Miller, 70-D View Ave., Norfolk; Helen Mit-
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chell, Appalachia; Lurline Nuckols, Richmond ; Vergilia Pollard, Scottsville; Mary
Porter, Toano; Ruth Pullen, Crozet; Albertina Ravenhorst, Lexington; Elmira
Renn, 313 Hill Ave., Frederick, Md.; Elberta Rice, Gaithersburg, Md.; Florence
Rice, Gaithersburg, Md.; Carrie Roane,
Cash; Mary B. Cox Rose, Blackstone; Sue
Sale, Fairfield; Margaret Shank, City;
Nancy Smith, Mass St., Strasburg; Alpha
M. Spitzer, Broadway; Margaret L. Spitzer, Broadway; Lelia Stinchfield, 7j^ Nine
Mile Road, Richmond; Katherine Stone,
Elk Creek; Mary Janet Stuart, Churchville; Mary Frances Taylor, Ivy Depot;
Margaret Tisdale, Chase City; Elizabeth
Thrasher, Route 3, Norfolk; Margaret
Turner, Axton; Ruby Tyree, Rocky
Mount; Mary Warner, Aylett; Martha
Way, Kenova, W. Va.; Alice West, Salem;
Margaret Williams, Fentress; Virginia
Wine, City; Adelaide White, Manassas;
Martha Wratney, 1813 Item St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Julia Van Horn, 933 McCormick St.,
Clifton Forge; Winifred E. Vickery, 215
B. 105th St., Rockaway Beach, N. Y.
Martha Boaz, '32, and Ruth Miller, '33,
received the M. S. in Library Science from
George Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.,
last summer. Martha, who has taught in
the Bridgewater High School since her
graduation here, is now librarian at the
high school in Jefferson Town, Ky. Ruth
has been and is librarian at the Harrisonburg High School.
By all means get yourself a set of heroes.
Then make your heroes go to work for
you.—Fred B. Barton, in Let Yourself Go.
OUR CONTRIBUTORS
MAX LERNER is editor of the well-known liberal magazine, The Nation.
F. W. BOATWRIGHT is president of the University of Richmond, Richmond, Virginia. Dr.
Boatwright has the distinction of having served
in this capacity for forty years, and is the oldest
college president in point of service in the
United States.
PAUL HOUNCHELL is assistant director of
the training school and professor of education
in the State Teachers College at Harrisonburg.
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FILM ESTIMATES
Recognizing that one man's meat may be another's poison, the National Committee
on Current Theatrical Films gives three ratings: A, for discriminating adults;
Y, for youth; and C, for children. These estimates are printed by special
arrangement with The Educational Screen, Chicago.
All-American Sweetheart (Patricia Farr, Jimmie Eagles) (Columbia) Pseudo-college story,
feebly acted, of crooked gamblers' racket in intercollegiate crew-racing involving innocent hero and
college president. Officious, unappealing co-ed
heroine runs everything until all is solved.
(A) Stupid
(Y) Perhaps
(C) No
Big Broadcast of 1938 (Fields, Raye, Lamour)
(Para) Transatlantic race between super liners
in thin plot padded out with vaudeville. Lavish
sets, trick photography, animation sequence, incessant music, dancing, sexy "lyrics" and noise. Much
occupation for eye and ear, none for mind.
Laughs for the many.
(A) Depends on taste (Y)(C) Mostly amusing
Bringing Up Baby (Hepburn, Grant, Ruggles,
Robson) (RKO) Hilarious slapstick-disaster
farce-comedy of museum-scholar hero hampered
by wealthy madcap heroine trying to "help."
Dizzy mixture of Brontosaur bones, leopards, and
general absurdities. Amusing but too long. Hepburn fine in "Lombard" role.
(A) Good of kind
(Y) (C) Amusing
Checkers (Jane Withers, Erwin, Merkel) (Fox)
Lively horse picture with much real character
comedy, with brassy little Jane bossing the action.
Ethics badly twisted. Petty swindling and gambling made engaging, sympathetic and successful.
Notably good roles by Stuart Erwin and Una
Merkel.
(A) Fairly good
(Y) Doubtful
(C) No
Girl of the Golden West (MacDonald, Eddy)
(MGM) Long, elaborate screening of the Belasco
classic with fine western settings, delightful music
and song, and picturesque characters. Romantic
melodrama with too many interpolations to be
very dramatic. Better acting by the cast than by
the stars.
(A) (Y) Very good of kind (C) Beyond them
Kathleen (Sally O'Neill and Irish cast) (Made
in Ireland) Authentic Irish atmosphere, backgrounds, characters and dialog make interesting
this domestic comedy and romantic melodrama.
Heroine must choose between singing stevedore
and wealthy young landowner. Typical Irish
songs and dances. Picture technique fair.
(A) (Y) Fairly good
(C) Little interest
Little Roughneck (Edith Fellows, Leo Carillo)
(Columbia) Raucous, charmless comedy about
brazen brat and her nuisance mother, supposedly
funny but merely impossible, trying vainly to crash
the movies until crude but soulful Spanish peon
humanizes the girl. Carillo's good role hardly
atones for the rest.
(A) Poor
(Y) No
(C) By no means
Love, Honor and Behave (Wayne Morris, Priscilla Lane) (Warner) Main theme of "good
loser" vs. "fighter" supposedly solved in sophisticated situation of dubious social value. Infidelity,

divorce, remarriage, flippant treatment of parents,
non-respect for all but "modern" youth. "Pitch
woo" begins on screen.
(A) Depends on taste
(Y) No
(C) No
Mayerling (Charles Boyer, Danielle Darrieux)
(French production) Famous romance of Emperor Franz Joseph's unhappy philandering son
elaborately screened with beauty, strength, dignity, and splendid acting. Fine French dialog and
English titles. Brilliant, beautiful Darrieux now
'"signed" by Hollywood!
(A) Notable
(Y) No
(C) No
Merrily We Live (C. Bennett, Aherne, Mowbray,
Burke) (MGM) Uproarious slapstick in high life,
done by experts. Billie Burke, as nitwit mother in
rich home, sets pace. Supposed tramp, taken in as
chauffeur, brings endless complications. Thoroughly laughable romantic farce-comedy of daft
family.
(A) Very good of kind (Y) (C) Very amusing
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Shirley Temple)
(Fox) Title misleading. Worthless uncle exploits
Shirley's singing (sic!) on radio, but she tricks
him out of contract to delight and profit of her
real friends. Poor use of real little actress in a
story to publicize radio and radio technique.
(A) (Y) Fairly good
(C) Amusing
Romance in the Dark (Boles, Swarthout, J. Barrymore) (Para) Senseless title for lavish musical
with fine music, carefully sophisticated situations,
and over-complicated plot. Two lady-killers rivals
for two women. Bristles with absurdities in character and action. Much comic effort with little
spark.
(A) Depends on taste (Y) Sophisticated (C) No
Sally, Irene and Mary (Alice Faye, and others)
(Fox) Stale, flat, noisy and unprofitable in music,
lyric and dialog. Alice Faye is a queer star, Jimmy Durante has learned nothing, and Fred Allen
better stick to radio. Glass smashing and showboat rioting serve as features.
(A) Stupid
(Y) Poor
(C) No
Slight Case of Murder (E. G. Robinson, Ruth
Donnelly) (Warner) Hilarious murder farce that
burlesques everything, even police. Beer baron
turns proudly legitimate after repeal. Toughest
boy character to date. Four corpses juggled
around. Crudity, gruesomeness made funny in
gangland English.
(A) Absurd
(Y) No
(C) By no means
Victoria, the Great (Anna Neagle, Anton Walbrook) (RKO) A moving, impressive and absorbing human and historical document, produced
in England and finely acted. Miss Neagle notable.
Masterly portrayal of Victoria's character, life
and highlights of her memorable reign. A fine
and significant film.
(A) Outstanding (Y) Excellent (C) Very good
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THE VIRGINIA TEACHER

MADISON

COLLEGE

A STATE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
HARRIS ONBURG, VIRGINIA

|

MEMBER SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

\

MEMBER AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS COLLEGES

1

ACCREDITED BY VIRGINIA STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

1

Confers A.B. and B.S. degrees.
Faculty of 65 well-trained and experienced college
teachers.
Annual enrolment, 1,300.
Established by the General Assembly 1908.
Both city and rural training schools
Total value of college plant, $2,000,000.
Eighteen college buildings.
Campus of 60 acres.
Well-equipped recreation camp on Shenandoah River.
Two gymnasiums. Nine-hole golf course.
Two swimming pools (indoor and outdoor)
Athletic fields and tennis courts.
Auditorium with full stage equipment.
Four-manual pipe organ.
Standard sound motion-picture equipment.
Laboratory equipment for remedial work in reading
and speech training.
Located in the heart of the Shenandoah \ alley at an elevation of 1,300
feet, Harrisonburg enjoys a beautifid mountain environment.
Its 9,000 inhabitants, people of culture and refinement,
are deeply interested in the welfare of the
College and its students.
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